IRTSA MEETING AT RWF ON 20.02.2019

IRTSA-RWF Unit organised a meeting of its members on 20.02.2019 @17.30hrs. Shri.M.Shanmugam, Central President/IRTSA presided over the meeting.

During his vibrant speech, CP/IRTSA appreciated IRTSA-RWF team led by Shri.M.Bapat, Zonal Secretary, IRTSA-RWF for its successful running of the association. CP updated the latest status of some vital demands, viz., Classification of supervisory posts, Grant of Gazetted status, Revision of bonus factor of GIS, Anomalies of MACPS, etc.

CP grossly rejected the unjust Railway Board’s Order dated 05.02.2019 regarding revision of incentives rates for artisans and supervisors and reiterated the IRTSA’s demand on incentive to follow the 5th CPC formula.

While speaking on MACPS anomalies, CP firmly justified the restoration of eligibility criteria for MACPS as "Good".

Further, CP condemned the Railway Board for not upgrading the status of supervisors as recommended by 7th CPC and DOPT.

CP also appreciated the efforts made by Shri.Dayananda Rao, IRTSA SCM/RWF in addressing various issues of RWF Engineers at Staff Council.

CP/IRTSA was accompanied by Shri.K.V.Surendranathan, Founder Member & Working President/IRTSA, Shri.K.Shanmugavelu, Advisor/IRTSA, Shri.E.Ramesh, Sr.Org Secy/IRTSA, Shri.K.V.Ramesh, Sr.JGS and Shri.B.Saravanan, VP/IRTSA and all were honoured with Shawls/Garland by team RWF.

Shri.R.Srikanthaswamy, President/IRTSA-RWF and Shri.N.Guruswamy, CEC Member addressed the gathering.

Shri. Dayananda Rao, IRTSA Staff Council Member submitted a memorandum of demands of RWF Engineers to CP/IRTSA on the occasion.

Shri.P.Palani Baskar, Working President /IRTSA-RWF proposed Vote of thanks.
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